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You can help too!

Our hospital and
medical training center
The ever-increasing number of births and the more
than one-hour trips to the nearest hospital for cesarean sections have moved us to expand our own infrastructure. In addition to 2 delivery rooms and the
operating room, our hospital also offers 8-10 inpatient
beds. Sick newborns and premature babies can also be
very well cared for in our pediatric intensive care and
monitoring unit. Our 140-member team is supported
by volunteers from Europe and America.

With us, treatments are free of charge, as very
few of our patients can afford a C-section or
urgent treatment. No treatment often means
great suffering or the death of a patient.

Donate
• A treatment with all the trimmings costs 10 Euro
• A cesarean section often menas saving lives and
costs 250 Euro
• Sponsorships can support pregnant women:
10 months á 25 Euro
• With 25 Euro per month a child can attend school
• Perhaps you would like to help on site in
Madagascar or in Germany through voluntary help

Donation acc: IBAN DE05 7955 0000 0011 4184 72

Your donations are tax deductible (Aschaffenburg tax office, notice
dated 27.9.2016).

Your

MHM Mobile Hilfe Madagaskar e.V.
Gertrudenstr. 8 | D-48149 Münster
Phone +49 172 954 42 43 or +49 170 4400411
info@mh-madagaskar.de | www.mh-madagaskar.de
Volunteer club support in the evenings and weekends, preferably via WhatsApp

tanja@mh-madagaskar.de

Who we are
and what we do
tanja@mh-madagaskar.de

Our Vision
Madagascar is a beautiful island and one of the poorest countries in the world. The medical care of the
population is in urgent need of improvement. Out of
Christian charity, we provide thousands of people in
need with basic and emergency medical care and obstetrics and contribute to the improvement of the medical situation through permanent training and this far
beyond the borders of our association.

Our goals

AMBOVO - THE VILLAGE WITHOUT ELECTRICITY
& WATER
Our homebase is in Ambovo, a village without any infrastructure northwest of the capital. At the beginning
of 2018, Nehemia e.V. transferred full ownership of the
land and building where we have been running the infirmary they built since 2009. In the infirmary we provide
basic medical care, dentistry and obstetrics. We provide
training for local staff and our administration for the
work in Madagascar is located here.
BEYOND OUR LIMITS
Thanks to the cooperation with the medical aid organization „Pro Interplast e.V.“, we are able to offer our
patients necessary operations twice a year, such as care
for clefts, hand and foot operations, operations for benign tumors. Another cooperation is with the „Tulisa
Foundation“ which helps children and single women in
special medical cases with financial support.
RESCUE TROLLEY
We are very grateful that we have two functioning ambulances with sirens and blue lights. In emergencies they
are a real help to transfer patients* to the nearest hospital or even to bring pregnant women in distress from
their homes and the surrounding hospital wards to us.

Follow us for more information

HEBAMMOBIL
The need in Madagascar is so great that newborns are
thrown away in the garbage. This frightening realization motivated us to start the midwife mobile. We regularly care for women, children and also sick adults in
the poor quarters of the capital at night and in addition
we travel weekly to bush regions that have no medical
care. Our work shows success: all our women have kept
their children.
DENTIST‘S MOBIL
Since 2012, basic dental care has also been part of our
services. The dental mobile supplies bush regions and
visits children‘s homes and schools. Due to the new
building, we now also have a permanent dental office
in Ambovo.
KIDS CLUB
Due to the great poverty, the daily worries about basic
needs like food, the children are mostly left to their
own devices. They have no chance for a proper upbringing and education. With our „Kids-Club“ we start where the families are not able to fulfill their duties for the
children.
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